Snark Publishing is pleased to announce

Mix of Securities
by Nanora Sweet

The poems in Mix of Securities are a delightful mix, but whether they are portraits, satires, or occasional pieces, Nan Sweet’s voice is always consistent. Her poems are clear-eyed (even the lyrical valedictions) and clear-voiced, never unsure or shrill (even the excoriating invective). Mix of Securities reflects an examined life, a literary life, and a modest life lived according to feminist and environmentalist principles, a life so very much worth living that we, along with the author, cannot but celebrate its simple pleasures and friendships with humor and generosity.

– Richard Newman, author of Borrowed Towns, editor of River Styx

Whether you’re sweeping the spores out of all your physical and mental crevices, dusting a lifetime of photographs and memories, Nan Sweet’s Mix of Securities lifts you on a backward glance over a lifetime of visions and revisions, “proof against the rain.” This chapbook tastes like a piece of dark chocolate: intellectually satisfying, a mental boost, reflective, contemplative, nourishing, yet leaving you hungering for more; an asset to any collector of fine poetry.

– Jane Ellen Ibur, host of Literature for the Halibut

To order, send $5 to:
Snark Publishing
637 W Hwy 50, #119
O’Fallon IL 62269
or visit: www.snarkpub.com
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